
Polishing and restoring your hard  
floor surfaces is a specialised service.  
You can count on CrestClean’s well-trained 
operators to bring back the shine. 

We use the latest high-tech polishing pads and professional 
strength polishes to restore a gloss shine to all types of floors.

Our Hard Floor Care operators have attended specialised 
training workshops and have years of experience in their trade. 
We can clean and restore all types of floors to achieve a durable 
non-slip finish, using processes tailored to each floor type.

We offer cleaning and maintenance plans to suit your premises.

Hard Floor 
Cleaning and 
Maintenance

Our services include:

 Stripping, sealing and polishing of 
vinyl floors 

 Burnishing and restoration of dull and 
scuffed vinyl floors

 Machine scrubbing of tiles, stone and 
polished concrete

 Laminate and wooden floor cleaning

 Environmentally Responsible processes

 Hard Floor Care maintenance plans
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Floor restoration and 
maintenance plans 
Surfaces in poor condition can be carefully 
restored. High-traffic areas can have periodic 
reapplication of protective polish and 
machine buffing to bring back the shine. 

Our ongoing maintenance plans keep your 
floors in great condition and extend the life 
of the flooring surfaces. 

Professional strength polish lasts longer
Our operators use the latest equipment and processes. 
Stripping removes ingrained dirt and old polish. We apply 
multiple coats of high-quality polish to create a durable finish 
with a longer-lasting shine.

Environmentally Responsible floor cleaning
High-tech microfibre mops will clean your floors without the 
need for chemicals. New extra-wide dry mops clean large 
floors economically. For soiled areas we use microfibre mops 
and Environmental Choice licensed chemicals to create 
cleaner floors.

An old floor can shine like a mirror... we can transform your 
premises – all it takes is skill, patience and a clear run after hours!

Let CrestClean add a shine to your floor

This Hard Floor cleaning service meets the 
strict environmental criteria as set by 
Environmental Choice NZ.

We deploy ‘Safe Systems of Work’ for 
each service that our personnel carry out. 

Our Hard Floor Care operators receive 
advanced training to ensure they deliver  
a quality result.

Call your local  
Regional Manager 
for a quotation


